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Good Evening and welcome to Burroughs Park for this Thames-Side Trophy 
match between Great Wakering Rovers and Ilford FC.  
 
We would like to wish our visiting players, Management, Committee Members 
and Supporters a very warm welcome and hope they enjoy the facilities on 
offer.  
   
We would also like to extend a warm welcome to our Match Officials visiting us 
today. In the middle we are pleased to have Jamie Pope and his Assistants Luke 
Scottow & Daniel Keeble, we hope you enjoy your short stay with us.  
 
Tonight the Thames Side Trophy returns to Burroughs Park, as we face Ilford 
FC who we havent played since Wednesday 21st Feb 2018 where Rovers got 
the win when Billy Johnson scored the only goal of the game just after half 
time.

This time Ilford will be looking to get their own back when coming to 
Burroughs  Park

Let’s hope tonight’s game is as entertaining as always and you all enjoy the 
game. 

Dan Ellis   
Club Secretary

Welcome To Burroughs Park



From the weekend 

North Division
We had only one match in the North Divison, and AFC Sudbury took the points as they defeated 
Basildon United. It was goalless at half time, but a red card for the Bees Joseph Turpin just after 
the break made all the difference, the ten men behind a moment later. Callum Harrison got the 
first from the spot, Baris Altintop had soon added a second, and Reece Harris made the game safe 
with the third for the yellows.

FA Trophy

We had a number of all-Isthmian ties, and we start at Larges Lane, where 
highly-fancied Bracknell Town took on highly-fancied Coggeshall Town. Neither side have quite 
had the start to the season they might have expected- although it isn’t as if seventh v fourth is a 
disaster- but both came into this match on the back of crushing Velocity Trophy wins in midweek, 
so we expected a close one- and that’s exactly what we got. The Robins took the honours, despite 
playing the last fifteen minutes with ten men after goalkeeper Mark Scott received his marching 
orders. Mitchell Parker and Dan Carr put Bracknell two goals up, and although Nnamdi 
Nwachuku got the Seed Growers back into the game with eleven minutes to go, the equaliser 
wouldn’t come.

Chalfont St Peter welcomed South East Whitstable Town, and it was the 
Oysterboys who triumphed, John Ufuah getting the only goal of the game for the visitors.

Chichester City played their first ever FA Trophy match- at home to Three 
Bridges. The hosts were looking for some speedy revenge, as it was only eleven days since 
Bridges arrived in the cathedral city and left with three points after a 1-0 league win. Chi got their 
own back, winning two-one; Matt Axell and Lloyd Rowlatt getting early goals which Bridges 
couldn’t claw back, despite Andre 
McCollin narrowing the gap after the break.

Dereham Town hosted Halesowen Town- and expected a test, as their visitors are in third place 
in Southern Division One Central and had won three of their last four. The Magpies took the lead 
through Thomas Matthews after only six minutes; but sadly the visitors were soon level and got 
the winner after the break. Our headline image shows Dereham celebrations after opening the 
scoring- and we’ll have a link to the rest of Alan Palmer’s shots as soon as they are available.

By Ian Townsend



Faversham Town hosted FA Vase holders Chertsey Town, and the visitors continued their 
great cup record with a three-one victory. Samuel Murphy got a quick opener for the 
Curfews, and although James Miles equalised the home side weren’t level for long- Jonathan 
Hippolyte restored the lead three minutes later and Quincy Rowe made sure of victory after 
the break.

Two of our South Central high-flyers met as Harlow Town hosted Hanwell Town. When the 
two met in the league back in August it was the Geordies who took the plaudits, but it was 
close- and it was close again yesterday, indeed there was no way to part them, as they drew 
one-one. Gareth Chendlik put Hanwell ahead after only two minutes, but in the second half 
Ozzy Adeniji got the equaliser.

Heybridge Swifts hosted Hertford Town. Swifts have blown hot and cold this season, but 
their visitors have just blown cold, without a victory since August Bank Holiday Monday. 
Well the Swifts were certainly hot on this occasion, and fired in four goals- Alex Teniola, 
Evans Kouassi, Jack Adlington-Pile and Matthew Price with them, the first three before the 
break. Town warmed up for just a moment, Kevin Zola getting one back just before the end.

Hullbridge Sports hosted Barton Rovers- and they should have been confident, having lost 
only one of their last six. Sadly it was two in seven by full time, the visitors running out 
four-two winners despite goals from Yemi Ogunfunmilade and Bertie Brayley.

Bury Town travel to Lincoln, where they took on Northern South East Division One side 
Lincoln United. The hosts walloped Sheffield 5-1 on Monday night, but Town wouldn’t have 
been worried as they hadn’t lost a match since August 24th- and that record remained intact 
as goals from Cemal Ramadan, Ryan Horne and Jarid Robson gave them a three-one win.

Maldon & Tiptree haven’t lost a match all season- and indeed they haven’t even drawn one, 
they’ve won the lot! The Jammers hosted a Felixstowe and Walton United side who they 
defeated as recently as Tuesday night, and they did it again- only even more emphatically, the 
Seasiders crushed five-nil. Danny Parish got a hat trick, whilst Charlee Hughes (68’)
Jorome Slew got the other two.

We had an all South-East clash between Ramsgate and Haywards Heath Town- and we’ll 
have another one shortly as the two sides left with a two-two draw. Trevor McCreadie gave 
the visitors an early lead only for the Rams to turn the tables, Tom Wynter and Rory Smith 
finding the net. The lead lasted only two minutes, however, as Callum Saunders equalised for 
Heath.

Finally, Canvey Island- cup heroes in midweek- travelled to Welwyn Garden City for the first 
time ever today- and were cup heroes once more, doubles from George Purcell and Jason 
Hallet giving them a four-one victory.



Today’s Visitors 
LFORD FC -HISTORY

Not only were Ilford one of the most famous names in amateur football for 
almost a century, but from 1904 to 1977 they played at one of its most celebrated 
venues.  As well as being on hand to witness Ilford’s many successes, the 18,000 
capacity Lynn Road ground at Newbury Park staged Olympic Games matches, 
Amateur Internationals, an FA Amateur Cup Final, plus countless other cup finals 
and representatives matches. 

Formed in 1881, Ilford were founder members of both the Isthmian and 
Southern Leagues, the latter from which they resigned to be replaced by an 
emergent Tottenham Hotspur.
lford secured four-acres of initially undeveloped land at Lynn Road in 1904 and 
huge crowds by today’s standards necessitated developments which transformed 
the site into one of the best stadium in the country. 
 
Over the next five decades Ilford FC was comfortably one of the amateur game’s 
most successful clubs. Captain, Joe Dines, along with Ilford teammates William 
Martin and Leonard Dawe returned from the Stockholm Olympics with gold 
medals. Dines was duly signed by Liverpool…….After winning consecutive 
championships in 1920/21 and 1921/22,the club embarked on its famed 
European tours, competing against FC Barelona on four occasions (drawing 
twice) and beating Ajax 3-1, in Amsterdam. Back-to-back Amateur Cup triumphs 
confirmed this reputation. Four and even five-figure crowds were witnessed at 
Lynn Road during the period.

By 1951 nearly all of the banking around the ground had been concreted, giving 
Newbury Park an 18,000 capacity with 1,400 seats, while in 1957 the covered 
accommodation was extended further still when a roof was erected over the 
terracing at the Ley Street end.  But for the installation of floodlights in 1962, the 
ground remained unchanged for the remainder of its existence, even retaining its 
splendid white wicket fencing that spanned the four sides of the ground. 



Further Wembley finals in 1958 and 1972 could not disguise the declining allure 
of the old amateur game. With increasing overheads, the old ground was put up for 
sale in 1977. Fans were seduced by the promise of a new, purpose-built stadium 
one mile away at Fairlop. This failed to materialise, following a tax bill which to 
this day is shrouded in mystery. A succession of ill-conceived mergers from which 
only today’s Dagenham and Redbridge FC emerged the winner, tragically sealed 
Ilford’s fate………..(but not quite)!

Supporters and officials of the old club managed to reform Ilford FC against all the 
odds, in 1987.  After a protracted 8-year campaign with Redbridge Council, 
agreement was reached over the use of Cricklefield Stadium in the High Road 
(curiously a venue coveted by the club when doubts about their tenure at Lynn 
Road first emerged in the 1960s). 

Successive developments have seen the pitch extended, the ground fully enclosed 
and  £1m was raised to support the building of the clubhouse in 2002. As well as 
being a fine  stadium, Cricklefield also provides a link to the old ground in the form 
of the Sir Herbert Dunnico Memorial Gates -presently awaiting restoration as part 
of a recent Heritage Lottery Grant, awarded to enable the club to extend its work in 
the local community.







NORMAL VISION

COLOUR-BLIND SIMULATION (PROTANOPIA)

Approximately one in 12 men inherit 
colour blindness. It’s carried on the 
X-chromosome, so only one in 200 
women inherit the condition. 

It can be a real issue in football, whether 
you’re watching, playing, managing or 
officiating. Imagine not being able to tell 
the difference between kit colours and  
how that would affect you, your  
teammate or your child. 

There are three types of colour blindness – 
and myriad colour combinations which  
cause problems. The common perception 
that colour-blind people only confuse reds 
and greens is a myth.

The FA has been working closely with  
UEFA and specialist organisation Colour 
Blind Awareness to highlight the issue.  
The intention is to positively influence 
decision-makers at every level of the  
game and improve the experience of 
colour-blind people – whatever their 
involvement in football. 

This work has seen the production of a 
comprehensive guidance booklet.  
You can read and download it at  
www.TheFA.com/colourblindness

And please visit the Colour Blind Awareness 
website: colourblindawareness.org for 
ways you can help maximise awareness.

Together, let’s make 
sure football’s future  
is FOR ALL.

WHEN YOU SEE RED, ARE YOU 
SURE IT’S NOT GREEN, OR BLACK?



AFC Sudbury      CO10 7HN 
Aveley       RM15 4PX
Basildon       SS14 3AW
Brentwood Town      CM15 9NN
Bury Town       IP33 1XP
Cambridge City     CB24 9PH
Canvey Island      SS8 7PX 
Coggeshall Town      CO6 1NT
Dereham           NR20 3PX
Felixstowe & Walton   IP11 9HT 

Grays        RM15 4UA 
Great Wakering     SS3 0HH 
Heybridge Swifts    CM9 8JA
Histon      CB24 9PH
Hullbridge Sports     SS5 6BJ
Maldon & Tiptree    CM9 5JQ 
Romford      RM19 1YN 
Soham Town      CB7 5EQ
Tilbury      RM18 8NL
Witham Town     CM8 1UN



STELLISONS & AEG
SUPPORTING THE LOCAL COMMUNITY TOGETHER


Everyone at the club thanks 
AEG and Stellisons for the 

kind donation of the 
washing machine.



Take advantage of our fantastic 
AEG Washing Machine Deals 

at Stellisons Today

AT STELLISONS

Chairman Dave Patient 

STELLISONS
Visit Our Stores

Benfleet

Canterbury

Hornchurch

Benfleet Kitchens

Chelmsford

Ipswich

Brentwood

Colchester

Westcliff





ON THIS DAY
Júlio César Clemente Baptista (born 1 October 1981) is 
a former Brazilian professional footballer who played as 
an attacking midfielder or a forward. He is nicknamed 
“The Beast” due to his size and physical presence on the 
football field.
Baptista began his career as a defensive midfielder, and 
after a series of impressive performances for his 
hometown squad São Paulo FC, Baptista signed for 
Sevilla FC in 2003. Upon signing for Sevilla, he was 
converted into a forward, and in his two seasons, he 
scored 50 goals, leading to his 2005 transfer to Spanish 
giants Real Madrid. After two unsuccessful seasons 

at Real Madrid with a loan spell at Arsenal sandwiched in between, Baptista 
transferred to Roma in Italy. In January 2011 he returned to Spain by signing 
for Málaga, and two years later went back to Brazil with Cruzeiro.
On 25 July 2005, Real Madrid confirmed the signing of the long-time Arsenal 
target for a fee of £13.8 million (€20 million), rising to £16.9 million (€24.5 
million); Baptista signed a five-year deal. Baptista said he had chosen to 
remain in Spain at least one more year, as transferring to Real Madrid would 
allow him to gain dual citizenship (in Spain as well as Brazil), which would 
enable him to travel across Europe freely. He also explained he did not want 
to move to England at this time. Upon his arrival at Real Madrid, Baptista was 
awarded the No.8 jersey.
The season looked very promising for Real Madrid; the big-money signings of 
Robinho from Santos FC, Baptista, and Sergio Ramos from Sevilla meant that 
Real Madrid were tipped to end their trophy drought. It was not to be, 
however. At Real, Baptista was often played out of position as a left-winger 
to accommodate the likes of Zinedine Zidane and Guti in the Spanish side’s 
attacking line-up. For this reason, he was unable to find the form that led 
many of Europe’s top clubs to want to sign him. He managed to score just 
eight league goals throughout the 2006 league campaign. The season ended in 
disappointment as Real Madrid yet again ended the season without a trophy.
Baptista insisted that Arsenal were still in pursuit of him, but he made it clear 
he wanted to fulfill his contract with Real Madrid.



Mirko Vučinić (born 1 October 1983) is a 
Montenegrin retired professional footballer who 
played as a forward.
Having caught the attention of Pantaleo Corvino, the 
sporting director of the Italian club Lecce, he 
transferred there in the summer of 2000. He played 
for Lecce as they moved between Serie A and B. His 
highest-scoring season was 2004–05, with 19 goals 
in 28 games in Serie A. In 2006, he joined Roma, 
where he won the Coppa Italia twice; he later moved 
on to Juventus in 2011, where he won three 
consecutive Serie A titles. In July 2014, he moved to 
Al Jazira on an undisclosed fee.

On the international stage, Vučinić played for the Serbia and Montenegro 
under-21 team. Due to injury, he was unable to represent Serbia and 
Montenegro at the FIFA World Cup in 2006. Following the split of Serbia 
and Montenegro in the spring of 2006, Vučinić chose to represent his native 
Montenegro.
Quick, versatile, and physically strong, Vučinić was known for his creativity, 
technique, and intelligence as a footballer, as well as his powerful striking 
ability from distance.
In 2018, he began a golf career as a member of the Princess Milica Golf Club 
based in Tivat.

Rovers Scorers So Far



Player Sponsorship 
20019-20

Just £25 per player. 

For more info see 
Dan Ellis

club secretary.









This Weeks Fixtures 
From The North



Bobby Mason 
Reece Conway 

Ollie Woodhouse  
Marc Gorbell
Simon Glover 

Louie Hay 
Jake Gordon 
Alfie Hilton 

Lewis Jaggs
George Cox
Billy Harris

Josh Wiggins 
Billy Johnson 

Adalberto Pinto
Jack Stevenson

Martin Tuohy 
Brandon Diau
Henry Fisher 

Jack Allen
Joe Heath

Daniel Akindayini

Morgan Kealey
Tyson Tala Nya
Lewis Wicker

Freddie Oakman
Joe Belcher
Connor Kain

Andre Embalo
Conor Duffy

Haaroon Belaid
Said Ali

Valter simao
Hugo Rossetti

jack walker
clifford newby-harris

jerold cobblah
elvinas clements

steve sylvester - ajudua 
aiden tolly

clinton easton
felix laws-cochrane

joshua kraus
nicholas keyamo

Referee:   Jamie Pope 
Assistants: Luke Scottow & Daniel Keeble

Manager

Ilford FCGreat Wakering
Rovers FC

Manager 
Stephen Butterworth

Next at home for Rovers Vs Westfield  
Sat 12th Oct 3pm FA Trophy 


